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AbstractNeutrino Bot (also known and detected asWin/Kasidet) is a rapidly changing threat. It firstbecame known around December 2013 [1]. Ithas been actively developed ever since result-ing in version 5.4 at the very beginning of 2018.It is being sold for an attractive price to a largevariety of cybercriminals.This paper shows an extensive summary ofthe history of the botwhile focusing on themostrecent versions. It presents methods how toanalyse Neutrino botnets and provides key find-ings that have been discovered during the year2018.
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1 Introduction
Neutrino Bot started as a worm being able to spreadto removable drives and RAR archives. At that time, itscapabilities were mainly DDoS attacks, yet even thenthe bot could utilize keylogger activities, perform sim-ple redirection or execute files from the Internet. Sincethen, it obtained some new tricks and got rid of a partof the old ones. The main change over the years hasbeen the ability to manipulate network traffic, acquir-ing it the status of a banking trojan. We provide a briefsummary of the historical progress in the bot while fo-cusing on the most recent versions to give a good un-derstanding of how the bot works today.Neutrino Bot is being sold to a large variety of cy-bercriminals. Because of its affordability, there aremany independent actors using the bot, each in a verydifferent way. Therefore, it is useful to be able to sepa-rate the acting groups fromone another and track eachone separately. We present what information the botleaks that is valuable to distinguishing different bot-nets. We also introduce the most interesting Neutrino

botnetswehave discovered during 2018. For each one,we present what is typical for it, how do the actors usethe bot and what have they achieved.

2 History

The code of Neutrino Bot has changed almost com-pletely over the years. The author(s) have modified itsstructure, stealth techniques, control flow, functional-ity and even persistence methods.The bot uses versioning but it is necessary to saythat it is not very strict. That results in situationswhere substantial changes have been made, yet theversion number did not change. Still, it gives an analysta good overview of how Neutrino Bot looked through-out the years. We have concluded all the importantmilestones in this bot’s history in Appendix 1. We havealso provided the hashes of the collected sampleshere [2].

3 More recent history

The long history of Neutrino Bot brought manychanges. Let’s focus on the more recent history in de-tail. Before we go any further, it is necessary to saya few things about some fundamental basics NeutrinoBot stands on.

3.1 Neutrino Bot fundamental basics

Each sample contains fourmain pieces of information:a version, a bot name, a list of C&C servers and a buildid. We explain what a build id is later, for now, just thinkof it as an alphanumeric character string that identifiesthe one specific build.
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Value name Data

R rate at which the bot requestsnew commands
D date when the bot has beenexecuted last
I webinjects configuration
Dns DNS redirection configuration
%CMD_ID% indication that a command withthat ID is being processed

Anti-
Emulation

Installation Execution

Handshake

C&C

Helper 
Threads

Commands

Table 1: Neutrino Bot Windows registry hive configura-tion. Figure 1: Control flow in version 5.0.

Neutrino Bot also creates a Windows registry hivefor itself inside HKCU\Software\%BUILD_ID%. All con-figuration that should stay persistent is stored there.Table 1 summarizes the possible values that can bestored there.The network protocol has been described manytimes before [3] and did not change substantially.
3.2 Version 5.0 - Starting point
Around June 2016 version 5.0 has appeared and asthe numbering suggests, it brought some substantialchanges. Let’s take it as a starting point and observehow it works.This version is the first one using a modular struc-turewe have discovered. It splits themalicious actionsinto two parts (a dropper and a module), resulting ina control flow like Fig. 1 shows.This flow graph is, with some modifications, appli-cable to all further versions. Table 2 describes the ba-sic behaviour of all the phases.Now, let’s look at what these stages actually dofor this version. The Anti-Emulation phase is veryrobust and will probably only grow in the future. Itscans the system for widely used virtualization soft-ware (VMWare, Virtual Box), debuggers (WinDbg, Ol-lyDbg), tools (Process Monitor, Process Explorer) andothers. It uses an extensive set of methods how toidentify these targets, namely

• Open device tests
• Windows Registry fragments check
• GetProcAddress

• IsDebuggerPresent

• CheckRemoteDebuggerPresent

• Timing check
• Modules check
• Window names check
• File name check
The Installation phase installs the bot to

%APPDATA%\%BUILD_ID%\%NAME%. The algorithm to cre-ate the install filename is quite interesting and we pro-vide a pseudocode in Appendix 2. Persistence is doneby utilizing the ’Run’ key. To ensure the entry won’t beeasily removed, it uses the RegNotifyChangeKey API.The Execution phase then decompresses themod-
ule and decodes it using Base64 (the module is partof the dropper’s data). It then launches a new processfrom the dropper executable and injects themodule toit. The Handshake phase verifies the C&C server bysending the "enter" command and receiving a "suc-cess" response. The addresses of C&C servers arestored in the binary encoded using Base64.The Helper Threads are a very interesting part ofthe bot. In the case of this version we recognize two.The first one is a Network Data Stealer that hooks webbrowsers in order to exfiltrate outgoing traffic. Thesecond one is a Credit Card Scraper; a thread that triesto extract credit card numbers frommemory. This canbe a powerful functionality if Neutrino Bot were to in-fect a POS1 system [4] [5]. It utilizes the Luhn algo-rithm [6] to verify the validity of an extracted creditcard.

1POS = Point of Sale
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Phase Description

Anti-Emulation Performs checks to discover a virtual machine, sandbox, debugger or other kind ofemulation and analysis techniques.
Installation Chooses the installation path and filename. Sets up persistence.
Execution Obtains the module, decrypts it if necessary and executes it.
Handshake Verifies the availability and validity of a C&C server.
Helper Threads Creates a set of threads that either help other parts of the bot or offer supportivefunctionality.
Commands Obtains commands and executes them. After a specific time interval, requestsnew ones.

Table 2: Description of different phases in Neutrino Bot version 5.0.

Command name Meaning

rate Change the rate of the following commands requests.
FINDPROC Check if a process with a name matching provided substring(s) is running.
PLUGIN Download a file and execute it via injection.
LOADER Download a file and execute it.
screenshot Take a screenshot and upload it to the C&C.
CMD Execute a command via cmd.exe.
DNS Obtain an entry in the form of (source, destination). Spoof the DNS resolvingprocess so that the source domain is resolved to the destination IP.
UPDATE Download an update file and update the bot.
FIND Find any file(s) with names matching provided substring(s) and upload them tothe C&C.
PROXY Set up connection to a proxy server.

Table 3: Command capabilities of version 5.0.

As for the commands the bot recognizes, Table 3summarizes the capabilities of the 5.0 version. Thecase sensitivity of the commands is important. Neu-trino Bot calculates a checksum of the commandname, compares it to a set of known checksums anddecides what command to execute based on that.The bot also utilizes randomized sleep intervals be-tween actions. It does so in order to fool automatedanalysis. The technique can be found especially in the
dropper and is more elaborated here [7].
3.3 Version 5.1 - Hardening the analysis
This version brought one major update – it extendedthe character string comparison by checksum to allthe strings in the Anti-Emulation phase, making it veryhard to determine any new targets. We checked thatthe majority of the targets match the ones in previousversions but new ones have occurred as well.The Installation phase changed the installation file-namegeneration (seeAppendix 2). It also added some

new tricks to make the bot stealthier. Namely
• adds a firewall exception for itself
• disables showing of hidden files in Windows Ex-plorer
• disables Windows SmartScreen
As for the commands, it added the CMD-Resultcommand which does the same as CMD but reportsthe command result to the C&C server. It also changedthe PLUGIN command to download the Ammyy Re-mote Admin plugin. The connection with Ammyy isvery interesting because, as you will see shortly, Am-myy has been used in one of the observed infectionchains.Finally, it is crucial to say that it is well known thatthis version has been cracked and a builder for it isavailable online. It is not an official one, just a tool thatpatches the URLs in the binary. This is the main rea-son why we still see version 5.1 builds active and evenused in campaigns.
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Phase Description

Modules Downloads a list of URLs to download modules from. Downloads a module fromeach of them.
Webnjects Downloads a JSON webinjects configuration and stores it in the registry hive.

Table 4: Description of new phases in version 5.3.

Anti-
Emulation

Installation

Handshake

Modules

Execution

C&C

Handshake

Modules

Webinjects

Helper
Threads

Commands

Figure 2: New control flow in version 5.3. Figure 3: C&C addresses and an RC4 key stored insidethe binary (version 5.3). Both values are additionallyprotected by a single byte XOR key 0x07.

3.4 Version 5.2 - Minor update
This version is very similar to version 5.1 and addsmostly minor changes. It introduces more stealthtricks:

• Changes the timeouts of HKLM\SOFTWARE

\Policies\Microsoft\Windows NT\Terminal

Services to 0.
• Tries to cripple Windows Defender and adds it-self to its exclusion paths.
As for persistence, it prefers a scheduled task andwrites to the ’Run’ key only if the task creation fails.The module introduces one new command –botkiller. This command is used to delete files andkill processes of executables that might be related toother malware.

3.5 Version 5.3 -Where things got interest-
ing

This version is a major update from the previous one.Mainly, itmodifies the control flow. It is nowmore com-plicated and new phases have been added (see Fig. 2).The new phases are described in Table 4.The main change, as you can see, is that the drop-
per receivedmore responsibility. Now it performed the

handshake and downloaded the modules instead ofhaving themodule stored inside its own data. This ver-sion also brought the support of 64-bit systems (there-fore the phase is named "Modules" instead of "Mod-ule").The installation process changed once again. Thefilename is now just a random string (see Appendix 2),the main persistence method is creating a startuplink and some of the previous stealth methods weredropped.You can spot the duplicity in the Handshake andModules phases. The module indeed performs theseduplicate actions upon its execution. They do not dif-fer from the ones the dropper performed.The Network Data Stealer Helper Thread has beenreplaced by Injector. Since now the bot supports we-binjects, it has become necessary to hook additionalbrowser functions. Therefore, this new Helper Threadinjects the module to all other processes (with a fewexceptions) and the module acts differently when in-side a web browser. For more information refer to Sec-tion 4.1.Three other Helper Threads have been added. Thefirst one is Pipe Operator. Outputs of some of the com-mands and hooked functions are now sent to a pipeand this single thread handles the reporting of resultsback to the C&C.
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Figure 4: Control flow in early version 5.4. Figure 5: Control flow in later version 5.4.

The second one is Chrome Link Modifier whichsearches for a shortcut to theGoogle Chromebrowser.If it finds such link, it modifies it so that it will disableHTTP2 and SPDY when launched to ease the networktraffic exfiltration and modification.The final new Helper Thread is Parent Protector.This thread ensures that the dropper survives file dele-tion. It reads dropper’s data from the disk right afterexecution and periodically checks its existence. If thefile is not found, it creates it again.This version also introduces RC4 encryption. AnRC4 key is stored inside the data section of the binary.It is used to decrypt C&C server responses and pro-tect some data inside the registry hive. Both the storedC&Cs and the RC4 key can be additionally protectedusing a simple XOR cipher with one byte key specificfor each sample (see Fig. 3).No new command has been added, but the be-haviour of two commands have changed. The PLU-GIN command has been changed to download a fileand inject it into svchost.exe. The botkiller has beenchanged to do nothing at all. Since this version, thecommand is useless, yet it is still supported at the timeof writing.As for minor changes, it introduced a new anti-emulation technique by checking the cpuid assemblyinstruction and themodule is injected into svchost.exeinstead of a copy of the dropper’s process.

4 Version 5.4 - The current state
At the very beginning of 2018, version 5.4 has been re-leased and it is the most recent one at the time of writ-ing. It changed the execution flow yet again. The newflow is clearer and more straightforward (see Fig. 4).

Probably the most important change is the addi-tion of encryption ofmodules. We did notmention thatthe downloaded modules are encrypted because theywere really downloaded as raw binary executable files.Since this version, encryption has been introduced andthe modules are protected using RC4 and compres-sion. The RC4 key used is the same as the one usedto decrypt the URLs.The module is yet again part of the dropper’s data,now stored encrypted using RC4 and compressed.One interesting change has been added to the drop-
per - it no longer runs when the infected machine is lo-cated in Russia, Belarus or Kazakhstan. Code is avail-able in Appendix 3.Completely new persistence methods were in-troduced. First, the bot tries to add itself tothe HKCU\Software\Microsoft NT\CurrentVersion

\Winlogon\Shell registry. If that fails, it tries toset itself as a screensaver setting the HKCU\Control

Panel\Desktop registry key as follows:
• ScreenSaveActive = 1
• ScreenSaverIsSecure = 0
• ScreenSaveTimeOut = 60
• SCRNSAVE.EXE = %THIS%
The module remained almost unchanged from thefunctionality point of view. It only dropped the supportfor the CMD-Result command and introduced one newcommand, wbj, being able to update the webinjectsconfiguration. This change is significant, because inversion 5.3, webinjects were only obtained once whenthe module has been executed and there was no wayto propagate new ones.
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Figure 6: Commands request creation. Figure 7: Synchronization mutex creation.

As mentioned in the beginning, modifying the bot’sfunctionality without changing the version number iscommon in Neutrino Bot. We noticed a change atthe very beginning of the module that tries to crip-ple Mozilla Firefox security mechanisms. It does soby patching the code of mozglue.dll. It aims at anexported function DllBlocklist_Initialize, specif-ically at the hook of BaseThreadInitThunk it installs.The bot ensures that no blocking will be done (see Ap-pendix 4 for examples of code).More importantly, the control flow has beenchanged as well. Quite interestingly, both installationand persistence is now done from the module, but itstill installs the dropper. This is done by an upgradedversion of the Parent Protector Helper Thread men-tioned earlier.We also discovered the return of the previouslydropped feature of credentials stealing in September2018 – Neutrino Bot now successfully steals creden-tials for Microsoft Outlook, Mozilla Thunderbird andWindows Live.
4.1 Man-in-the-browser attacks
This feature is becomingmore andmore important forNeutrino Bot, so we decided to provide amore detailedoverview of how it achieves its goal.As mentioned in the previous sections, this con-ventional attack consists of injecting the module intothe browser processes (Internet Explorer, Mozilla Fire-fox, Google Chrome). The injected module then hooksspecific important functions of the browser in order toread and alter the browsing data. A detailed survey onhow the approaches among malware authors differ infulfilling the task could be found here [8]. The meth-ods of locating the important functions require regularmaintenance only for Chromium-based projects andthe principles behind them in the mid of 2018 are de-scribed here [9].Generally, Neutrino Bot tries to hook four func-tions in chrome.dll: SSL_new, SSL_free, SSL_read and
SSL_write, all of which are basically wrappers of low-

level functions from the table of SSL protocol meth-ods (kTLSProtocolMethods, aka the SSL VMT table).The function look up is based on a pattern-basedsearch in the corresponding part of the memory ofchrome.exe process where the chrome.dll module ismapped. A proof of Neutrino Bot’s active develop-ment can be seen in the fact that a build dated 19th
June 2018 is successful against all 4 functions inChrome versions 66 and 67, but fails to find SSL_newand SSL_free in the newer ones. However, an up-dated bot built on 2nd October 2018 fixes the attackscompletely by adding new search patterns. Examplesthat illustrate the whole process can be found in Ap-pendix 5.

5 Collecting the fragments
If you try to track Neutrino Bot and you have accessto enough data, soon, you will get lost in the chaosthat you will see. One build may try to attack banksin one country, another one steal passwords all overthe world and another one may try for example to dis-tribute ransomware. All this information will be mixedtogether and it will be very hard to keep track of whatis actually happening. That happens because a lot ofdifferent malware operators use this bot.To make any sense of the collected data, one hasto start sorting the samples into groups. Ideally, wewould like to know what samples belong together andare probably operated by the same actor. But how?Neutrino Bot is kind enough to provide us with infor-mation that help us to understand the situation better.As mentioned before, every sample of the bot youencounter in the wild consists of four valuable piecesof information:

• Version
• Bot name
• List of C&C servers
• Build id
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Figure 8: Countries targeted by the Lethic Guys.

All this information is stored in the module, the
dropper offers none. The C&C addresses are the onlyitem on that list that is stored encrypted. All the threeremaining ones can be retrieved quite easily.The best way to find the version and the bot nameis to locate a function responsible to process com-mands. This function has to first form a commands re-quest and the code looks like in Fig. 6. You can imme-diately see the version ("5.4") and the bot name ("So-chost32").The build id can be found in function responsiblefor creating a mutex to ensure only one instance isrunning (see Fig. 7) – "emFiZXIxQrphYmJlci5ubwrr" inthis case. When you get familiar with the format ofthese strings, checking the Strings window in IDA Prois enough.The version is great, but it does not help much withsorting. The bot name, however, seems like a muchbetter choice. Sadly, the main issue is that about 95%of the samples we have encountered share the samebot name – "NONE". That kinda breaks this strategy.The list of C&C servers could be useful should the au-thors use some pattern – and some do indeed. There-fore, it can help in some cases, but definitely does notwork for all of the groups.Which brings us to the fourth fragment – the buildid. If you collect enough data, you will find that thereare different configurations using the same build id.There are also ones that share an "almost identical"build id differing only in the last one or two characters.This is the main method you can use to discover newbotnets or new builds for existing ones – if their buildids (almost) match, both builds most likely belong tothe same botnet.We should mention that these conclusions are notsupported by a verifiable method, but rather comefrom a year long observation. However, the data wecollected strongly support this theory.

6 A journey with Neutrino Bot
through 2018

Now that all the basics have been told, it remains to un-ravel the results of our one year long observation. Wecover the specific period of exactly one year startingfrom 1st October 2017. Let’s begin with some numbers.During this period, we have discovered 120 differ-ent builds. Using the method described, we were ableto sort them into 41 unique botnets. Of these botnets
• 12 showed no activity that would differ from thedefault configuration
• 18 were significantly active, but are not any moreat the time of writing
• 8 were active and still are at the time of writing
• 3 were evaluated as a special case
There is no guarantee that a connection betweentwo different groups does not exist or that they sharea common operator, but none of the mentioned bot-nets provided proof of that.Each botnet has been given a nickname. Wedubbed them so to represent some strong characteris-tics of their behaviour. This nickname is not an officialmark, merely a way to help us distinguish them fromone another. Let’s look at the most interesting ones.

6.1 The Lethic Guys
This botnet is the most persistent and stable one wehave encountered. Its operation consists mainly ofdistributing the Win32/Lethic malware. Besides that,it occasionally distributes Win32/Zurgop and a pass-word stealer.
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Figure 9: Redirection using keystroke simulation.

Wehave collected 28 different builds for this group.Their distributionmethod is not completely known, butwe have discovered they distribute the bot througha fake installer, most likely for Adobe Flash. An inter-esting thing about the files is that the filenames havesome letters ’i’ (I) replaced by ’l’ (L) and otherwise. Thevictims are probably persuaded to install the fake up-date to view some content.They have been active from the beginning of theevaluation period and remain active at the time of writ-ing. See the graph in Fig. 8 for information about af-fected countries. For campaign information, refer toAppendix 6.
6.2 The Redirectors
This is one of the most iconic Neutrino botnets weknow of. They focus exclusively on Mexico and targetMexican banks. However, they never distributed anywebinjects. Instead, they utilize the redirection tech-nique.They evolved greatly throughout the year and wecan spot three specific periods of their activities. First,they used to rely solely on Neutrino Bot’s DNS com-mand. After a while, they started to distribute a sim-ple program that modified the hosts file in order toperform the redirection. A final stage came whenthey released malware that performs the redirectionin a completely different way. It communicates witha server to retrieve configuration and by simulating theF6, CTRL+V and ENTER keystrokes to replace the ad-dress bar of a web browser redirects the victim (seean example in Fig. 9). We believe that the operatorscreated this payload themselves.We have discovered 8 different builds of this group.The authors helped us themselves with discoveringthe distribution method. They pushed a spam toolthrough the bot that revealed the method as well as

the name of one of the malicious attachments. All thecampaigns shared a common characteristic – thema-licious file had a .scr extension and was zipped twice.

Figure 10: Typical infection chain for the Redirectors.
They have been active through the whole examina-tion period. Besides the already mentioned payloads,the operators utilized a tool to steal email credentialsand contacts, amalware setting up a proxy connectionand once even a banking trojan targeting South Amer-ica.

6.3 The Mining RATs
This group could not be more different from theprevious two. They specialize in distributing twotypes of malware - cryptocurrency miners and RemoteAccess Trojans (RAT). Specifically, they utilized theWin32/Remcos, MSIL/Immirat and MSIL/NanoCoreRATs. Besides that, a mixture of other malware hasbeen seen being distributed by them – Win32/Zurgop,Win32/Formbook, Win32/Neurevt.We have discovered 13 different builds for thisgroup. The distribution method has not been discov-ered and they do not seem to target a specific part oftheworld. They have been active throughout thewholeyear with a pause from April to September. An inter-esting thing about them is that they still use old 5.1and 5.2 builds actively, even though they posses thenewest builds.
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Figure 11: Countries targeted by the Fake Ammyy group.

6.4 The Arsonists

This group appeared at the beginning of May 2018 andremains active till the time ofwriting. They startedwitha simple coin miner, but almost immediately movedto a different target – stealing bank information fromFrench victims.
They achieve so in two ways. The first one is tryingto attack French banks using webinjects. The secondone is utilizing the FIND command to exfiltrate data,specifically files that could be connected to the iden-tity of the victim or bank-related sensitive information.Additionally, they try to retrieve files that could be con-nected to a quite large variety of cryptocurrencies.
We have discovered only three different builds forthis group and the distribution method remains un-known. However, the targeted attack on victims fromonly one country and the way the authors are able toutilize the bot’s capabilities prove that they belong tothe more experienced ones.

6.5 Tinukebot & Fareit

This group emerged at the beginning of February2018. As far as payloads go, the operators fo-cus purely on distributing the Win32/Tinukebot andWin32/PSW.Fareit. They are active in waves and of-ten change both the URL and hash of their payloads.Besides that, they utilize heavily the FIND command toexfiltrate crypto wallets, passwords and private keys.
During September 2018, they made a breakthroughand started distributing webinjects as well. They tryto aim at two targets - an Italian Post Office and Face-book. We have discovered 8 different builds for thisgroup, but we were not able to discover the distribu-tion method.

6.6 The Fake ExpressVPN

This group represents one that is specificmainly in onething– it uses the old crackedNeutrino Bot 5.1 version.They were active in May 2018.
What makes it especially interesting is that theoperators distributed the bot via a fake ExpressVPNdownload page. They took a legitimate installer for theVPN software and bundled it with Neutrino Bot. Thatway, they successfully infected the victim while still in-stalling the expected software.
They took an approach of try-it-all. Theyfirst distributed a credentials stealer, then movedto a cryptocurrency miner and finally pusheda Win32/ClipBanker – a type of banker that monitorsthe clipboard and replaces strings that look like cryptowallets with the attacker’s wallet.

6.7 The Fake Ammyy

Now this group has definitely been themost advancedone. They were able to push their build of NeutrinoBot via an official Ammy Remote Admin website. Theyused the same approach as the Fake ExpressVPN andbundled a legitimate Ammyy installer with the bot. Theinfection happened the 13th of June 2018 and lastedfor one day.
The operators did not try to distribute any mali-cious payload through the bot. Instead, they tried toscan the victimized machines for cryptocurrency wal-lets and a large variety of remote access softwaresuch as PuTTY or WinSCP. Whether they then choseto further attack specific victims separately remainsunknown. For more information, you can refer to an ar-ticle about the infection [10].
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6.8 The Dridex Distributors
This group is a proof that Neutrino Bot’s buyers canhave access to much more advanced malware. Eventhough their lifespan was very short (only the first halfof September 2018), they pushed two infamous mal-ware families - Win/Dridex and Win/Ursnif.They also represent something that is not uncom-mon in Neutrino botnets - distributing webinjects inan invalid format. The bot’s webinjects JSON config-uration has its rules of course. These operators dis-tributed webinjects for 9 famous bank institutions inthe world, but formatted it for Win32/Tinukebot [11].Therefore, Neutrino Bot could not do anything but ig-nore it.
6.9 The Filecoder Guys
The last on our list is this group that has been dis-tributed as a fake Adobe Flash update. Their lifespanwas a short one during April 2018. Its operators dis-tributed a cryptoransomware and tried to steal cryp-tocurrency related files.Even though it may not seem like an importantgroup, it represents a type of Neutrino botnet that, de-spite its short lifespan, focuses purely on one thingand remains with the same configuration for the wholeinfection.
6.10 Others
In this subsection, we mention only briefly the remain-ing interesting botnets discovered.One botnet we have encountered focused only onsetting up amalicious proxy connection using theNeu-trino Bot’s PROXY command. Another one used solelythe FIND command to steal files that may store creditcard information.We have discovered one botnet that seemed tofocus on web servers. It used to distribute a cryp-tocurrency miner, but then disappeared in March

2018. It reappeared again in October and deliveredWin32/Filecoder.GandCrab instead.From the webinjects point of view, we have discov-ered a botnet that tried to target a New Zealand bankand one targeting an online payment solution.

7 Conclusion
We have mapped the history of Neutrino Bot markingthe most important milestones. We focused on themore recent history in detail providing an overview ofhow the bot works today.We have explained that Neutrino Bot is being soldto a large variety of malware operators. Each of thosecan act differently and use the bot in his own way.Therefore, it is crucial to be able to distinguish one bot-net from another. We have shown how to extract theimportant data from the bot which enables an analystto do just that.We have provided an overview of the most im-portant Neutrino botnets discovered in 2018 and de-scribed themmore closely. We also provided the num-bers that prove the popularity of this bot among cyber-criminals.Some of the characteristics such as cryptocur-rency stealing seem to be an attractive target for mostof the botnets. Payloads, however, differ almost com-pletely. We have described botnets that distributedother banking trojans, cryptoransomware, credentialstealers, cryptocurrency miners or RATs. We haveseen the operators distributing their bots through sup-ply chain attacks, fake product websites, malvertisingor exploits. The lifespan of the botnets ranged fromone day to a whole year.We hope thatwe brought Neutrino Bot a little closerto the spotlight, since it has been in the shadows fora long time. We believe it deserves more attention dueto the large number of different occasions we have en-countered it throughout the year 2018 and the fact thatits evolution is anything but over.

Appendices

Appendix 1: Changelog
• 3.2.1 (11/2014)

– Absolutely no obfuscation - both imports and character strings are immediately visible
– DDoS commands, remote file and command execution, keylogging, simple redirection
– Spreading through removable drives and RAR archives

• 3.5 (02/2015)
– The concept of build id introduced - a unique character string identifying one specific build
– Spreading mechanism removed
– Dropped the DNS spoofing support (until 3.9)

• 3.6 (03/2015)
– New feature: Login data Stealer (IMAP, POP3, HTTP, SMTP)
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– New feature: Credit card scraping
– New feature: Capturing the outgoing traffic by installing the corresponding function hooks

• 3.9.4 (07/2015)
– First wave of obfuscation - process and command names now compared by computing a checksumof the name

• 4.4 (10/2015)
– Lost all the support for DDoS attacks
– New feature: Exfiltration of data
– New feature: Scanning running processes
– New feature: Ammyy Remote Admin plugin

• 5.0 (06/2016)
– Second wave of obfuscation – Windows APIs called by hash
– Modular structure introduced – a dropper that performs anti-emulation and installation and amoduleresponsible for the core functionality
– Two new commands: Proxy and screenshot

• 5.1 (09/2016)
– Privilege escalation introduced
– Firewall exception added

• 5.2 (04/2017)
– Windows Defender evasion

• 5.3 (11/2017)
– 64-bit builds of the module available
– New feature: Support for webinjects
– RC4 encryption introduced

• 5.4 (01/2018)
– New protective dropper not running in Russia, Belarus and Kazakhstan
– Mozilla Firefox security undermining mechanism
– Resurrection of the credential stealing

Appendix 2: Install filename generation algorithms

def c rea te_ ins t _ f i l ename ( ) :s rc_f i lenames = ge t _ a l l _ f i l e s _on _pa t h (%WINDOWS%)
i f len ( src_f i lenames ) == 0 :src_f i lenames = ge t _ a l l _ f i l e s _on _pa t h (%SYSTEM%)
# remove a l l e n t r i e s tha t conta in a forb idden keywordsrc_f i lenames . remove_a l l _ tha t_conta ins ( [ " i n s t a l l " , " setup " , " update " , " patch " ] )
f i lename = src_f i lenames [ rand in t (0 , len ( src_f i lenames ) ]f i lename . swap_al l ( ’ i ’ , ’ l ’ ) # rep lace a l l ’ i ’ charac te rs to ’ l ’ and otherwisef i lename . swap_al l ( ’ y ’ , ’ u ’ )f i lename . swap_al l ( ’ 0 ’ , ’ o ’ )f i lename . swap_al l ( ’ 3 ’ , ’ e ’ )f i lename . swap_al l ( ’ 6 ’ , ’ b ’ )f i lename . swap_al l ( ’ q ’ , ’ g ’ )
re turn f i lename

Listing 1: Filename generation algorithm in version 5.0.
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def c rea te_ ins t _ f i l ename ( ) :s rc_f i lenames = ge t _ a l l _ f i l e s _on _pa t h (%WINDOWS%, " * . exe " )
i f len ( src_f i lenames ) == 0 :src_f i lenames = ge t _ a l l _ f i l e s _on _pa t h (%SYSTEM%, " * . exe " )f i lename = src_f i lenames [ rand in t (0 , len ( src_f i lenames ) ]
fo r i , c i n enumerate ( f i lename ) :

i f ( c >= ’ a ’ and c <= ’m ’ ) or ( c >= ’A ’ and c <= ’M ’ ) :f i lename [ i ] = c + 0xD
else :f i lename [ i ] = c − 0xD

re turn f i lename
Listing 2: Filename generation algorithm in versions 5.1 and 5.2.

def c rea te_ ins t _ f i l ename ( ) :
re turn random_str ing ( random (8 , 1 0 ) )

Listing 3: Filename generation algorithm in version 5.3.

def c rea te_ ins t _ f i l ename ( ) :
re turn random_guid ( )

Listing 4: Filename generation algorithm in version 5.4.

Appendix 3: Country check inside version 5.4 dropper

Figure 12: Checking the country the victim is in.
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Figure 13: Process exit if an excluded country is detected.
Appendix 4: Mozilla Firefox security undermining mechanism

Figure 14: The code that searches for a pattern inside mozglue.dll. If it finds it, it patchesthe first byte, making the conditional jump an unconditional one.

Figure 15: The pattern that the malware looks for.

Figure 16: How the code would look after patching the first byte with 0xEB.

Figure 17: The original code of a hook that mozglue.dll installs on BaseThreadInitThunk.The malware changes the ShouldBlockThread function so that it always returns false.
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Appendix 5: Man-in-the-browser attacks

Figure 18: Using the pattern search approach to locate the SSL_write function in chrome.dll.

Figure 19: How SSL_write looks inside chrome.dll.

Figure 20: The patterns for SSL_read and SSL_write the malware uses.
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Appendix 6: Infection campaigns information

13.1.2018 16.1.2018 19.1.2018 22.1.2018 25.1.2018 29.1.2018 1.2.2018 4.2.2018 7.2.2018 10.2.2018

Lethic Guys campaign timeline (January - February 2018)

Figure 21: Campaigns of the Lethic Guys during January and February 2018.

17.1.2018 22.1.2018 27.1.2018 1.2.2018 7.2.2018 12.2.2018 17.2.2018

Redirectors campaign timeline (January - February 2018)

Figure 22: Campaigns of the Redirectors during January and February 2018.
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